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CHERRY

ALDER

MAPLE

OAK

BEECH

Natural

TEAKWOOD

SAND

DESERT

HeARTWOOD

JAVA

HAZELNUT

COCOA

TOFFEE

EMBASSY

RUBY

CAFE

BARK

WEATHERED

LAVA

EBONY
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NATURAL

Lanz Cabinets Environmental Statement

F r o m t h e Ou t s i d e I n

These wood species are also
available in natural finish.

Lanz Cabinets believes that we are only guests on this earth and therefore are committed to
conducting business in a fashion that safeguards the earth, our employees, customers, and
neighbors from environment hazards. We do this by educating ourselves and working with our
suppliers to identify and use sustainable and environmentally friendly products. We use the latest
technology to reduce waste of materials, conserve energy, and limit both hazardous and nonhazardous emissions. We encourage recycling and the use of recycled products. We are and have
been committed to continuous improvement of our processes and systems so we can reduce the
impact that we make on this earth.

Lanz machine applies finishes for
consistency and efficiency. Our
state-of-the-art equipment uses an
environmentally friendly process;
recycling unused material and
reducing waste.

Finishes

WalNut

Water Based Finishes: In 2007 Lanz Cabinets switched from conventional solvent based UV
finishes to water based UV finishes. Presently, Lanz is using AkzoNobel water-based Low HAP
UV Top Coat Mid-Sheen finishes with only traces of VOC’s. This switch means that the majority of
the finish used is water based, thus drastically reducing the amount of solvent used here at Lanz
Cabinets. For cabinets processed through our hand finish line we use Sherwin-Williams® SHERWOOD® conversion varnish. This finish has no measurable level of formaldehyde or Hazardous Air
Pollutants (HAP’s), and extremely low levels of Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC’s).

Lanz Cabinets
We use only quality hardwoods and hardwood veneers. We strive to provide a finish as consistent
as these natural woods and wood veneers allow. Like all natural products, wood exhibits a great
deal of variation; therefore, the appearance of the finished product may vary due to these variations
in grain and other natural hardwood features. These differences may be more noticeable when in
a raw state or finished with a natural finish. Hardwoods are also photo-reactive materials, which
are affected by ultraviolet rays, so perfect color matches cannot be guaranteed when additional
items are ordered subsequent to the original order. These natural wood characteristics are beyond
our control, and for that reason, product variation due to wood color, grain, and other natural
differences is not the responsibility of Lanz Cabinets.
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We choose stains and finishes that
protect your cabinets and enrich the
grain and color of the wood, and we
build our commitment to superior
quality and durability with the best
selection of wood.

Lanz Cabinets has been pursuing being an environmentally friendly company long before it was
vogue. In order to make being environmentally friendly the norm rather than the exception we have
included Environmental Management in our Quality Manual. Additionally, one of our Core Values is
“We will be sensitive to the environment by promoting the use of renewable resources, recyclable
products and sustainable practices.”

We’ve attempted to reproduce our
stain colors as closely as possible.
However, slight discrepancies may
occur due to printing limitations and
variations in wood grain and pattern.

Because of our sensitivity and dedication to the environment, our management, engineering, and
purchasing teams are constantly researching leading edge technologies for ways that lessen the
impact of our hazardous and non-hazardous waste streams. Where we do have waste we look for
ways to recycle or reuse and if the waste ends up needing to be disposed of, we find the way that
has the least impact on our earth.
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